Cj pony parts bronco

Welcome to the ClassicBroncos. To take advantage of all the forum features please take a
moment to register. Registration is fast, simple and absolutely free so please, join our
community today! If you have any problems with the registration process or your account login,
please contact contact the admin. If you've lost your password click here. Joined: Apr My wait
time to talk to someone at CJ was minutes. That is not a typo. I actually had them call me back
in mins. I then asked them what ever happened to customer service. I hung up or should I say
they hung up on me. I was trying to save some cash on shipping so I ordered a few parts online
and would have saved but the one part I needed was back ordered. That was last week. Today I
tried to call and find out when my part was going to show up. I found the part on Summit Racing
and cancelled CJ. Sorry CJ but you need to remember that us Bronco guys have a life other
than waiting on hold to buy parts. It's a love hate relationship. She loves it and I hate it when
she acts up!! There is no synonym for the word "synonym". I have had an equally disappointing
experience with CJ. Backordered parts that they didn't tell me were being backordered, showing
up at different times if at all. And with zero communication to what the status of the order was. I
had to call them. I won't be any ordering from them again. Did some work on their facility. Not
reasonable people. I will never buy anything from them. Joined: Feb I only bought a few things
from them that are not carried at one of our usual Bronco focused vendors. Everything came in
fine and quickly. I always look at our usual vendors first. Ford Fairlane Conv. Yeah, their CS is
non existent. Had delivery issues with them. I got what I ordered at a discount price and was
more than happy with the item but it was like pulling teeth. Repetitive phone calls and emails
from myself and UPS and never received a response. So if guns kill people, I guess pencils
misspell words, cars drive drunk, and spoons make people fat! I had a bad experience as well
last year I ordered a direct fuel pump and it took 3 months to show up. I had to keep bugging
them about it. They said the problem was on fitechs end but I'm not sure if that's true because it
came from them when it showed up, not straight from fitechs. Kind of the "walmart" of the
Bronco world Any successful company knows customer service is 1. No matter what the
service or product is if I receive bad c. I ordered parts for my Gen2 Raptor from CJ Pony Parts
and have nothing but good things to say about them on those two orders. Then again I didn't
call on a phone because who calls any place to order parts anymore unless ordering custom
made parts? That being said, I had a really shitty experience with one of our main vendors here
for a Bronco part. That was an online order also. Bought the part online, paid total due online,
they shipped it and I received it. This was NOT a truck freight product. I paid the total they
requested and it was delivered by UPS. Sorry to hear about your bad experience. Originally
Posted by sprdv1. I bought bucket seat foam on sale was on back order 1 week shipped the
next day super fast shipping bought on line only. All times are GMT The time now is AM. CJ
pony parts. User Name. Remember Me? Garage Garage. All Garages. Browse by Username.
Browse Recently Added. Browse Recently Modified. Browse Most Popular. Advanced Search.
Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 2. Thread Tools. Find all posts by stock orange. Find all threads
started by stock orange. I didn't call, but ordered online. My parts got to me within a week. Find
all posts by 71massbronco. Find all threads started by 71massbronco. Find all posts by nickgp.
Find all threads started by nickgp. Find all posts by dave67fd. Find all threads started by
dave67fd. Find all posts by needsmoarturbo. Find all threads started by needsmoarturbo. Find
all posts by ared Find all threads started by ared Joined: Jan 09 Posts: 4, Find all posts by
hyghlndr. Find all threads started by hyghlndr. Dannyboy71 Contributor Sr. Find all posts by
Dannyboy Find all threads started by Dannyboy Find all posts by abn Find all threads started by
abn Find all posts by sprdv1. Find all threads started by sprdv1. I ordered parts online Thursday
and got them today no problems here. Find all posts by 56fbbw. Find all threads started by
56fbbw. Quote: Originally Posted by sprdv1 just remember crap does happen.. The free
shipping is for standard ground shipping that you select when placing your order. The free
shipping is available to any addressee inside of the contiguous United States and does not
cover delivery to Hawaii, Alaska or international addresses. CJ Pony Parts does offer a day
satisfaction guarantee for the standard products purchased through their company. To receive
your refund the following factors must be met:. There are several ways in which you can reach
the customer care center for CJ Pony Parts. Contact them by telephone at 1 They are available
Monday through Friday from 7 a. Eastern Standard Time. They are available Saturday and
Sunday from 9 a. You can also click on the Chat Online button located at the top right corner of
their website to speak online with a live agent. Clicking on the Contact Us button located at the
bottom of their website allows you to submit your email information and receive
correspondence through your email address. The company has been in operation since The
focus of their product line allows their customers to restore and increase the performance of
vehicle models, including the Mustang, Focus St, Fiesta ST, Bronco, F, F, Chevy trucks, Dodge
trucks and Toyota trucks. In addition to the OEM, NOS, and aftermarket products the company

offers, you will also find how-to videos and a resource center containing articles and detailed
instructions related to the above-mentioned vehicles. Verified Site. Request one. You are
viewing current cjponyparts. For more about this website, and its current promotions connect
with them on Twitter cjponyparts , or Facebook , or Pinterest. About: "Mustang Parts for the
Mustang enthusiast. Visit cjponyparts. Coupons Trending Coupons Coupons trending up right
now. Today's Coupons Discounts added within the last day. Popular Coupons Most popular
discounts over time. Newest Coupons Current coupons just added to the site. Verified Coupons
Coupons tweeted by retailers themselves. Points earned can be used toward future purchases.
Submit your email information to be placed on CJ Pony Parts' newsletter list. This will give you
access to information about upcoming sales, events and savings opportunities before the
general public. Register for a Wish List account. You will receive a heads up when products you
want to purchase qualify for a specific savings or discount price. To receive your refund the
following factors must be met: Items must be returned within 60 days following the original
invoicing date. All items must be in unused condition. All returns must be accompanied with the
original invoice and completed return authorization before refunds can be processed. Special
order merchandise does not qualify for a refund. You will not be charged restocking fees for
returned items. Purchases that are missing parts should be reported within 72 hours of delivery.
This will allow the customer care center to begin processing your refund quickly. Keep all
packaging when reporting products damaged during shipping. This will allow for faster
processing of your claim. To redeem a coupon code for your order, follow these steps: Select
the merchandise you wish to purchase from CJ Pony Parts and place them in your cart. Click on
the cart logo in the upper right corner of the webpage. Scroll down to the space that instructs
you to enter your promo code. You can either copy and paste the promo code you wish to use
or hand-type the code you want to apply to your purchase. Hit the apply button once your code
is completely entered into the space. This will update your purchase total to reflect your
savings. Never miss a coupon! Let us notify you when fresh coupons are found. Privacy policy.
F10 Show Coupon Code. Get notified when a new coupon is available? Welcome to the
ClassicBroncos. To take advantage of all the forum features please take a moment to register.
Registration is fast, simple and absolutely free so please, join our community today! If you have
any problems with the registration process or your account login, please contact contact the
admin. If you've lost your password click here. Got another shipment today from CJ pony parts
bought on line fast service. I have bought several parts from them,if it is in stock it is quick as
anyones service but I needed to talk with them once to and that part sucks,they apparently dont
give a big rats a???. Hi all, I wanted to add about a customer service experience that I think any
of us would be happy with. Upon installation, I discovered that the clock on the rally pac is
malfunctioning. I called CJ Pony parts today Monday morning. The automated line said I could
wait for 16 minutes or schedule a callback. I scheduled the call back and received the call in
about that amount of time. Although the stated return policy is 60 days, the representative was
understanding and they are allowing me to exchange the item and paying for the shipping back
and forth. Nice to hear chucky Originally Posted by chuckyb. All times are GMT The time now is
AM. CJ pony parts. User Name. Remember Me? Garage Garage. All Garages. Browse by
Username. Browse Recently Added. Browse Recently Modified. Browse Most Popular.
Advanced Search. Mark Forums Read. Page 2 of 2. Thread Tools. Find all posts by 56fbbw. Find
all threads started by 56fbbw. Ratclge Jr. CJ bronco parts I have bought several parts from
them,if it is in stock it is quick as anyones service but I needed to talk with them once to and
that part sucks,they apparently dont give a big rats a???. Find all posts by Ratclge. Find all
threads started by Ratclge. White Lightning. Find all posts by chuckyb. Find all threads started
by chuckyb. Quote: Originally Posted by chuckyb Hi all, I wanted to add about a customer
service experience that I think any of us would be happy with. Find all posts by sprdv1. Find all
threads started by sprdv1. Welcome to the ClassicBroncos. To take advantage of all the forum
features please take a moment to register. Registration is fast, simple and absolutely free so
please, join our community today! If you have any problems with the registration process or
your account login, please contact contact the admin. If you've lost your password click here.
User Name Remember Me? CJ Pony Parts Do hoods ship free? About to order a hood and
fender. I went to checkout and gave me total, which was without a shipping charge. Above it
said no price for shipping at this time, on hood. I want to make sure I won't be charged later.
Can't see how they can ship a hood at their price with free shipping? Has anyone here ordered a
hood from them? Seems to be mixed reviews on them here. Contact them and ask them. I think
the reason for mixed reviews is as in my case if your order comes through without issues then
great. Not free shipping because it will be shipped freight and that is never free. Originally
Posted by RM Originally Posted by sprdv1. I've decided that life is too short to own all the cars i
want to drive All times are GMT The time now is AM. User Name. Remember Me? Garage

Garage. All Garages. Browse by Username. Browse Recently Added. Browse Recently Modified.
Browse Most Popular. Advanced Search. Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Find all posts by
broncoP. Find all threads started by broncoP. Find all posts by needsmoarturbo. Find all
threads started by needsmoarturbo. RM70 Jr. Find all posts by RM Find all threads started by
RM Quote: Originally Posted by RM70 Not free shipping because it will be shipped freight and
that is never free. Find all posts by sprdv1. Find all threads started by sprdv1. Find all posts by
hankjr. Find all threads started by hankjr. Welcome to the ClassicBroncos. To take advantage of
all the forum features please take a moment to register. Registration is fast, simple and
absolutely free so please, join our community today! If you have any problems with the
registration process or your account login, please contact contact the admin. If you've lost your
password click here. I know that shipping can sometimes cost almost as much as a part
depending on where you live. I have recently ordered some Dynacorn Parts through them and
have been happy with the results. Problem with them is they are not real competitive on prices
with the vendors on this sight. Mustangs are a diff story. When you compare pricing between CJ
and someone like Dennis Carpenter, DC's pricing is a lot cheaper and they have flat rate
shipping. Originally Posted by 1strodeo. Find all posts by Skiddy Find all threads started by
Skiddy. What I really like about CJ is the fact that they generally sell the higher quality
reproduction items DC, Drake, etc. I have been burned by the "cheaper" only to find it was an
inferior quality reproduction. Their product videos are great and they let you get a good look at
what you are buying. They tell you what you are getting and who made it in most cases. For me,
that is peace of mind and a difference maker. Its not all about price. I noticed they have a new
web design for CJ Off Road, so it looks like a market they are growing. Quality products and
free shipping are great ways to gain customers. Its where I have been going in the last year or
so. I live about an hour away from CJ and have bought quite a few Mustang parts from them.
But I tend to buy Bronco parts from either Toms or Wildhorse. CJ tends to have a somewhat
limited supply of Bronco parts and I've thought about ordering a few things from them over the
past year only to find they don't carry a certain item or it's more expensive than Toms or WH. I
think the only thing I ordered from them that went on the Bronco was a new power steering
pump but that's not a Bronco only part, they had them in stock since Mustangs use the same
pump. I'm hoping they start to carry some more items or get a little more competitive with their
pricing because I would like to be able to jump in the truck and go get a part from them if I get in
a bind. They do have some pretty good Youtube videos too. Yes the D. Flat rate shipping is
great. I am pretty close to Charlotte but the flat rate shipping still makes more sense than taking
the drive. It seems on Mustangs at least that D. The CJ prices are a bit higher for sure b
haynes repair manual free download
service manuals cars
mk6 golf headlight
ut the free shipping on a dynacorn full cowl assembly made it worth it. All times are GMT The
time now is AM. User Name. Remember Me? Garage Garage. All Garages. Browse by Username.
Browse Recently Added. Browse Recently Modified. Browse Most Popular. Advanced Search.
Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. White Lightning. Find all posts by chuckyb. Find all threads
started by chuckyb. Find all posts by gambling Find all threads started by gambling The B ch as that's what my wife calls her. Find all posts by aisawalsh. Find all threads started by
aisawalsh. Why doesn't DC have a link on here? Never knew about them. Find all posts by
1strodeo. Find all threads started by 1strodeo. Visit Skiddy's homepage! Find all posts by
Skiddy. Find all threads started by Skiddy. Can't beat that for sure Find all posts by sprdv1. Find
all threads started by sprdv1. Jaxgtc Contributor Sr. Find all posts by Jaxgtc. Find all threads
started by Jaxgtc. Find all posts by GSP9. Find all threads started by GSP9.

